
What Are the Differences Between ID-
License and PC-License for AthTek 
Skype Recorder 
 

AthTek provides several license types for AthTek Skype Recorder. When a user decides to buy a 

license for AthTek Skype Recorder, he/she needs to know which license type to register. There 

are 3 license types: ID-License, PC-License and Lite License. Actually, Lite License is kind of ID-

License which has the same features. No matter which license type to have, the license will be 

associated to a Skype account or PC. The license key is generated based on Skype ID or PC 

Code. That’s why you need to enter a Skype ID or PC Code to get the license key. ID-License 

and PC-License cannot be transformed to each other freely. In this article, you will read what are 

the differences between ID-License and PC-License for AthTek Skype Recorder. 

 

 

ID-License: 

ID-License is the most ever bought license type for AthTek Skype Recorder. The license will be 

associated to a Skype name. Only when you are logging in this Skype name, you can use AthTek 

Skype Recorder on this computer. ID-License is a stable license type for AthTek Skype Recorder. 

With an ID-License, you can register and use AthTek Skype Recorder on any computer you have, 

no additional fee will be charged. ID-License is based on Skype ID, so that it is an exclusive serial 

code for the Skype account. Buyers will be asked to fill in the Skype ID to generate a license after 
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payment. You can find exactly your Skype ID in the registration window of AthTek Skype 

Recorder. 

 

PC-License: 

PC-License is generated by a PC Code and the license will be associated to the PC. Every PC 

device has an exclusive MAC address. With an encryption process, AthTek Skype Recorder 

convert an MAC address to a PC Code. This means PC Code represents the MAC address of a 

computer and it is exclusive like MAC address. PC-License is based on PC Code. With a PC-

License, you can use AthTek Skype Recorder to record calls from multiple Skype accounts on the 

computer, no additional fee will be charged. Buyers will be asked to fill in the PC Code to 

generate a license after payment. You can find exactly your PC Code in the registration window 

of AthTek Skype Recorder. 

 

Lite License: 

Lite License is kind of ID-License. It has the same features with ID-License. The differences are, 

Lite License costs only $15 and it can only be licensed to AthTek Skype Recorder Lite. Buyers 

can upgrade Lite License to ID-License and the upgrade fee is $19. 


